
How to apply your rhinestone transfer

For more info and instructional videos, visit www.hipkraft.com/howto.php

Important – Read before you start!
These instructions are for garments with at least 50% cotton content. The temperature should be lowered and ironing
time increased accordingly for garments with significant polyester, rayon or spandex content. NOT for use on silk,
leather, simulated leather, vinyl, nylon, leather, faux leather or any material damaged by high heat.

Using your household iron:

1. Set the iron to its Cotton setting, which is usually setting #5 if your iron uses numbers. Turn OFF steam if possible.

2. Lay the garment on a flat, sturdy surface large enough to iron the entire transfer without moving the item.

3. Peel off and discard the white backing of the transfer, leaving only the clear tape and rhinestone design. Position the

transfer where desired on your garment, and slightly press with your hand so it sticks in place.

4. Place the included parchment paper cover sheet over the transfer, then press the hot iron directly on top it. Using

medium to heavy pressure, press down for at least 30 continuous seconds. Don’t move the iron. If the design is

larger than your iron, do one section first, then move to another section and repeat. During this time, the glue on the

back of the stone will melt and sink into the fibers of the garment.

5. Remove the iron and paper. Wait 30+ seconds for it to cool, then slowly peel off the clear transfer tape. The

rhinestones should remain permanently affixed. You may need to separate the front and back if you are making a

shirt, by reaching your hand inside. If any stones remain stuck to the clear tape, then not enough heat, time and/or

pressure was used during the process. Lay the tape back down with the stones in the correct position and repeat

steps 4-5 until all stones remain adhered to the garment. Discard the clear transfer tape.

Care instructions: Turn garment inside out before washing or drying to protect stones. Washer safe according to

garment’s instructions. Dryer safe, but we recommend air drying to help preserve the life of the garment.

Using a Commercial heat press:

Same general process as above, but use these settings:

350° F (177° C) – 50% pressure – 20 seconds press time

Need assistance? Please contact us at service@hipkraft.com or 800-286-9307 x3
Pedir instrucciones en español aquí: http://www.hipkraft.com/espanol.pdf
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